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Mindful sales and motivational speaker Anis Qizilbash empowers people with the simple
strategies that lead them to richer lives with less worry and greater confidence. Her
keynotes are engaging, playful and upbeat. Your audience will leave with their heads
held higher and filled with the desire to help those around them.

Anis has an excellent approach that inspires, engages and energises. She doesn’t talk at attendees but with them
and that’s what make her talks so valuable.
– Head of Events, Enterprise Nation

— Testimonials —
Her ‘Mindful Selling’ sessions have boosted confidence and
productivity. Sessions continue to be oversubscribed and often reran due to their popularity. Working with Anis is a joy. I
would highly recommend Anis.
– Senior Events Manager, Soho House
The universally positive feedback from attendees proves that
Anis is a first class presenter who gets an often dry subject
across with pathos and poignancy.
- Events Manager, Techhub
Anis Qizilbash is one very engaging speaker, the room was hers
and everybody stayed happy. If you want an authentic and
engaging presentation – it is a MUST to get Anis Q in front
of your audience. I was so blown away, that I forgot to take
pictures and post to social media.
– Organiser, Entrepreneur Woman’s Network

Anis’ talk was empowering… I’m very reserved about selling,
due to the perceived personality traits needed (which I don’t
have!), Anis’ session changed my opinion.
– Events Manager, Ordnance Survey

Keynotes are bespoke to meet your industry or conference theme. Below are a collection
of her signature talks.

— Mindset & Motivation —
How to Charge Your Worth

One Small Step: Walking Beyond Fear

In this powerful talk, Anis shines a light on what
causes us to devalue ourselves and shows people how
to overcome our limiting beliefs. This talk is best
suited for female audiences.

In this motivational talk, Anis shares her own story
of leaving corporate life to start her entrepreneurship
journey. She shares insights and lessons learned from
initial failed attempts, how fears held her back from
pursuing her passion and how she broke through.

Anis will give your audience:
• A boost in confidence and self-belief
• Techniques to reduce the automatic negative
thoughts holding them back
• Specific tools to charge more
I left your talk with my head held higher.

Your audience will leave feeling:
• Inspired to achieve their dreams
• Empowered to grow out of their comfort zone,
one small step at a time
• A renewed sense of belief in what’s possible.

- CEO Fitssi

— Influence & Creating Value —
Mindful Selling

One Breath Away

One of Anis’ most popular keynotes. Giving nurtures
the soul; adding value to others creates deeper
connection and meaning in your life.

In this talk, Anis shares with your audience a fresh
insight into sales, based on mindfulness principles.

In Anis’ unique talk, she will fill your audience with
confidence in their ability to sell themselves so they
can reap the rewards of creating incredible value for
others.
Anis shows audience members how to:
• Overcome their fear of selling themselves so they
can show up fully and create a bigger impact
• Amplify customer care to create more sales and
referrals
• Help customers appreciate their value

Your audience will:
• Realise the difference between success and failure
is just a breath away
• What can make the difference between failure and
fortune
• Transform your interpersonal communication in a
moment

Audiences who benefit from Anis’ content:
• Entrepreneurs, small-business owners, freelancers
& self-employed.
• Organisations looking to help their people get
inspired and motivated to raise their game
• customer service & customer support teams and
professionals.
• Teams who are not in typical sales roles but
companies want them to do more selling activities.

Book Anis to speak at your next event
e: a@anisqizilbash.com
t: 07952 692201

t: @AnisQiz
w: anisqizilbash.com

The best motivational talk I’ve seen so far. - @Andy_Anj
Like you, Anis Qizilbash, creator of Mindful Selling,
knows sales performance and success starts in the
mind, because if you don’t believe in your value, you
cannot sell your value to others. You can’t give what
you don’t have. And, like you, Anis knows sales
techniques and processes alone won’t make you or
your team sell more.
How do you sell if you hate selling? And how do you
get your team to do more selling if they’re scared,
having a bad quarter, or think selling is beneath them?
Anis knows brain tricks to make you stop
procrastinating, overcome fears, appreciate your value,
so you can create more value for others, helping you
grow your business and achieve your goals.
Through her interactive and motivational keynotes,
your team will not only discover simple strategies to
breakthrough blocks, they will be excited to
implement them, too. Individuals and companies

Anis has appeared in:

— Anis’ Bio —
have grown their sales, boosted performance, and
gained renewed self-belief and motivation using Anis’
unique insights on mindfulness, performance and sales.
Anis’ energetic stage presence will have you hanging on
every word and leave the room excited and motivated
to hit the ground running.
Anis is author of Grow Your
Sales, Do What You Love:
Mindful Selling for Entrepreneurs
& Freelancers; her new book
focused on mindset principles,
will be released in Spring 2018.
She’s a member of London’s
Professional Speaking
Association.

Why book Anis?
Anis mindful selling approach is fresh, bringing two
seemingly opposite ends of the spectrum together to
help individuals sell authentically.
Not the usual brash salesperson, her calm energy
appeals to non-sales professionals, helping them
believe that they can sell, even if they’re not the typical
persona. Companies find this invaluable to motivate
colleagues without typical sales roles, be more assertive
in selling, without being typically salesy.

Anis stokes the fire inside your audience
She entertains, enlightens and empowers them with a
call to action that brings enduring change to their lives.

Book Anis to speak at your next event
e: a@anisqizilbash.com
t: 07952 692201

t: @AnisQiz
w: anisqizilbash.com

